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Advanced Control Technology

he HAM-LET Group, a well-established
international leader, specializes in
the design, development, production,
marketing and sales of high quality instrumentation
valves, fittings and other components.
Ham-Let products, available in a wide variety of
materials for high pressure, temperature and vacuum
applications serve high purity equipment, process
control and fluid delivery systems for instrumentation.
The company products are used in a diversified range
of industrial segments such as: oil & gas, process,
chemical, petrochemical, energy, semiconductor,
biotechnology, pharmaceutical, and others.
Ham-Let offers a combination of production
stability, state-of-the-art technology of product
integration and assembly, top quality and

State-of-the-Art Manufacturing Complex
Ham-Let devotes a significant part of its resources to
research and development of new products with the
main orientation being tailoring the product range to
the constant upgrade of its customers’ applications.
The company employs a staff of science, engineering,
software and service technologies experts to ensure
a uniformly high standard of product quality control.
As a result, the company products meet the highest
quality standards and are certified, among others, for
ISO-9001, Lloyds TNO, S.A.E. & CE Standard, MIL-F18866, ASME and ASTM.

unrivalled customer service, all backed up by inhouse research and development activities.

applications run safely, trouble-free and efficiently,
and are aimed at oil and gas exploration; drilling,
production and refinery applications; the power
industry; instrumentation, sensor, analytical and control
systems; pulp and paper manufacturing; food, beverage,
and dairy industries. Ham-Let process instrumentation
valves and fittings are known to achieve outstanding
performance
characteristics
without
external
degradation from abrasion, corrosion or cavitation.
Ham-Let ultra-clean diaphragm valves and fittings,
targeted toward semiconductor, pharmaceutical, solar
energy and other applications where clean working
environment is a mandatory requirement, are resistant
to high/low pressure, high temperature, and are
compact in size with a low profile. In addition, the
company has a wide range of related products, such as
filters, hoses, meters and cylinders.
All of these products are manufactured in compliance
with the American National Standard Weights and
Dimensions of Welded and Seamless Wrought Steel
Pipe; according to ANSI B36.10-1985.

A Specialised Product Portfolio
The company core products – instrumentation valves
and fittings, play a major role in ensuring its customers’

Brief Overview
Established in 1950, Ham-Let is located in its
own industrial park with facilities for offices and
a fully automated robotized production center for
manufacturing, assembly, testing and packaging.
The site has eight separate buildings comprising
class 10 and class 100 clean rooms, an R&D
department, and a raw materials and automatic
logistics warehouse. Ham-Let Group has
subsidiaries in the USA; the UK; France; Germany;
Canada; Japan; and Russia. In addition to these, it
has a vast number of stock distributors in North
America, South America, Europe, Asia, Africa and
Australia.
The company is traded on the Tel-Aviv Stock
Exchange (TASE) since 1994 with Discount
Investment Corporation (DIC) being one of its
major stock holders.
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